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- -ary [Bae10]. -database [BDD01]. -Diffie [CC12]. -private [BDD01].
- .NET [KKKV07].
- /SSL [BJ16].
- 1 [KJS17]. 11770 [CH16].
- 88 [vOLW05].
adaptation [BM11]. actually
ad [Gol12, MS11, SF17]. ad-hoc
[MS11]. Adapting [GLP03, Sen14].
Adaptive [PPS13, MdSC+15]. Adding
[CON09]. ADroid [RHGTSC17]. advanced
[PGMLK+13, TMP13]. adversary
[QDW09]. advertising [KOSU16]. affects
[CFBvO09]. against
[DdP13, EMRN17, GYL+07, KK17, MS11,
MYLZ14, Nui12, SK06, VSR15, ZRJ14].
agent [LV10]. Aggregate [CL13].
agreement [CCS07, CL09, FGS12, GNS14, ZZQ+17].
Alambic [ABFO08]. algebraic
[DS07, KM10, SSVC16]. Algorithm
[JMV01, Bae10, GS15, SKK+17, TLX09].
algorithms [BEPL+17, CFK16, ML14].
alignment [KSM10]. all-encompassing
[EHM15]. All-or-Nothing [MTW+14].
AMACs [CL13]. ambients [TZH04].
Analysing [HL04]. Analysis
[AMMR17, CG14, DBMS10, GLP03,
SSFB15, ZZQ+17, ABC08, ASN+16,
AC08, BGKZ12, BEPL+17, Bel10, BFT08,
BNN04, CPPK15, CF07, DFF+16,
DRPW12, GLMS+04, GBS12, HLLK15,
IDHRCPMP15, KW15, KAC17, LRB+10,
MWZ06, MTW+14, CRC15, OT06, PDB11,
QLOW09, SK16, SS05a, SB09, SSE+15,
SPDR17, Vaj16, VdZW14, WYL+12, XSA13].
Analysing [BJ16, vOLW05]. anchor
[BB04b]. Android [GPS17, IDHRCPMP15,
LMMS17, MS15, RHGTSC17]. anomaly
[DGFL+17, KCM+15, RHGTSC17].
anomaly-based [RHGTSC17]. Anonymity
[LSWW14, SS05a]. anonymization [HN14].
anonymizing [ZO13]. Anonymous
[BFG+13, SK14, ACH013, AEFL12, BCL09,
CPPK15, KCB17, SF17]. answer [WZ07].
anti [GKBS12]. anti-SPIT [GKBS12].
antivirus [ASAAS15]. any [DaP13]. API
[You06]. applicable [QDW+15].
application [DGFL+17, Pen12, Roe11a,
Roe11b, SPM13, VdZW14, ZZQ+17].
application-layer [DGFL+17].
Applications [Gri06, BCA+10, BNTW12,
DJN10, DTK+18, GSS10, HSMY12,
HZL+17, KGG09, WYL+12, vORM06].
Applied [BJ15]. approach
[AV17, CFG17, CMS10, CACB16, DSO7,
HBH12, KAC16, KAC17, KKK+17, MG17,
MMS16, MYLZ14, NA14, TWPO8, VSR15].
approaches [ZO13]. apps [GPS17].
arithmetic [ABB+14]. ASICS
[BCF+17]. aspects
[AIC18]. assisted [DYDW10, VPI15].
assumption [HIST09]. assurance [ABN14].
asymmetric [ZZQ+17]. Ate [ZZH08].
ATNA [ACBC+15]. attack
[DRPW12, GMS03, Lu09, ML14, SS05a,
SSD14, XZQ+11]. attacker [RMADF13].
Attacking [SGE02]. attacks
[ASAAS15, BRS06, CACB16, DGFL+17,
EMRN17, HS15, Hub12, KM10, LLYV09,
MS11, Pen11, PPL15, SSVC16, TTS+06,
VSR15, XCD+12]. attestation
[BFG+13, BCL09, CGL+11]. attribute
[QZLH15, QDW+15, RD16].
attribute-based
[QLZH15, QDW+15, RD16]. auctions
[Bra06]. Audit [CCD+07, BS05].
Audit-based [CCD+07]. AUTH [RG13].
authenticated [BCF+17, Lin15, MPS10,
UST11, YRW14, ZZQ+17]. Authenticating
[CF07]. Authentication [GCSABdSS12,
BPW05b, BJ16, CL13, DFF+16, EWR+09,
Gol12, GTM11, HC10, HCN15, HL04, IT05,
KML03, K1B13, LSWW14, LCPD14, MB16,
ML17, MSK16, MS09, PS17, RG13, SK14,
SMM14, WP08, VH109, WLL14].
authentications [HZL+17]. authorities
[LMMO04]. authority [CON09, QLZH15].
authorization [BZV05, KLMM09, RV03,
SSFB15, SK14, WZ07]. automata
Automated [GLMS+04, JG15, GH05, dAKdG10].

d[automatically [ACMV15], automatically [KM07, XCW+12]. availability [Bel10].

AVL [RBD02]. aware [DGF+17, KJG+11, RSPMB16, Vaj16]. awareness [MPS14].

back [KNL16]. balance [MYLZ14]. BAR [KCB17].

Based [LLW+16, ACB14, AC08, BFP03, BFPP07, BLMI1, CCD+07, CMS10, CCS07, CHZ16, CFBvO09, CACB16, CK08, Dan07, Des09, EMRN17, FG12, GPS17, GBDJ14, CMS10, CCS07, CHZ16, CFBvO09, CACB16, CK08, Dan07, Des09, EMRN17, FG12, GPS17, GBDJ14, CMS10, CCS07, CHZ16, CFBvO09, CACB16, CK08, Dan07, Des09, EMRN17, FG12, GPS17, GBDJ14, CMS10, CCS07, CHZ16, CFBvO09, CACB16, CK08, Dan07, Des09, EMRN17, FG12, GPS17, GBDJ14, CMS10, CCS07, CHZ16, CFBvO09, CACB16, CK08, Dan07, Des09, EMRN17, FG12, GPS17, GBDJ14, CMS10, CCS07, CHZ16, CFBvO09, CACB16, CK08, Dan07, Des09, EMRN17, FG12, GPS17, GBDJ14, CMS10, CCS07, CHZ16, CFBvO09, CACB16, CK08, Dan07, Des09, EMRN17, FG12, GPS17, GBDJ14, CMS10, CCS07, CHZ16, CFBvO09, CACB16, CK08, Dan07, Des09, EMRN17, FG12, GPS17, GBDJ14, CMS10, CCS07, CHZ16, CFBvO09, CACB16, CK08, Dan07, Des09, EMRN17, FG12, GPS17, GBDJ14, CMS10, CCS07, CHZ16, CFBvO09, CACB16, CK08, Dan07, Des09, EMRN17, FG12, GPS17, GBDJ14, CMS10, CCS07, CHZ16, CFBvO09, CACB16, CK08, Dan07, Des09, EMRN17, FG12, GPS17, GBDJ14, CMS10, CCS07, CHZ16, CFBvO09, CACB16, CK08, Dan07, Des09, EMRN17, FG12, GPS17, GBDJ14, CMS10, CCS07, CHZ16, CFBvO09, CACB16, CK08, Dan07, Des09, EMRN17, FG12, GPS17, GBDJ14, CMS10].

Basic [BCJ+11]. batch [Pen13]. Bayes [Sen14].

Bayesian [ETAHCR08]. be [ASN+16]. bee [SS17]. beehives [SS17]. behaves [ASN+16].

Behavior [CACB16, MLCS16, XCW+12].


benefits [Rus04]. better [RAC16].

between [FGS12, LKH09]. bidimensional [KCM+15].

bilayer [MLCS16]. bindings [MSKD16]. Bio [ZZW+10].

Bio-Inspired [ZZW+10]. Biometric [Pla09, BCA+10, HCN15, IT05].

biometrics [BCA+10]. Bipartite [YOV09]. birthmark [XCW+12].

bit [GSS10, YOV09]. bit-length [YOV09]. Bitcoin [ML17]. bits


Bloom [MB16]. bootstrapping [EWR+09].


BRSIM [BP08]. BRSIM/UC [BP08].

Building [LD07]. business [KAC16, KHH07].
cloud-based [KNL16]. clustering [BT07, SKK+17]. co [BMP+14, PPL15].
co-residence [PPL15]. co-resident [BMP+14].
co-residence [PPL15].
co-residence [PPL15]. co-resident [BMP+14].
co-scaling [PPL15].
co-scaling [PPL15].
co-scaling [PPL15].
co-scaling [PPL15].
co-scaling [PPL15].
co-scalability [Abb13, ABN14, Ano14, BMP+14, CMPPS15, FSG+14, GMH14, KNL16, PPL15, YAM+15].
co-scalability [Abb13, ABN14, Ano14, BMP+14, CMPPS15, FSG+14, GMH14, KNL16, PPL15, YAM+15].
co-scalability [Abb13, ABN14, Ano14, BMP+14, CMPPS15, FSG+14, GMH14, KNL16, PPL15, YAM+15].
co-escalability [Abb13, ABN14, Ano14, BMP+14, CMPPS15, FSG+14, GMH14, KNL16, PPL15, YAM+15].
co-escalability [Abb13, ABN14, Ano14, BMP+14, CMPPS15, FSG+14, GMH14, KNL16, PPL15, YAM+15].
co-escalability [Abb13, ABN14, Ano14, BMP+14, CMPPS15, FSG+14, GMH14, KNL16, PPL15, YAM+15].
co-escalability [Abb13, ABN14, Ano14, BMP+14, CMPPS15, FSG+14, GMH14, KNL16, PPL15, YAM+15].
co-escalability [Abb13, ABN14, Ano14, BMP+14, CMPPS15, FSG+14, GMH14, KNL16, PPL15, YAM+15].

Curve [JMV01], curves [HMCD04, KSZ07].

damage [WGMB13]. Data [LMMS17, SV11, SAL17, VdWZ14, ACF17, ABN14, BS05, BNTW12, BDH+10, CTM+16, EMRN17, EAH+07, HJDC15, HH16, Kūs05, LD17, OSSK16, SMMN12, YAM+15, ZO13].

Database [KSM10, BDD01]. databases [BW08, CMS10, EAH+07, HN14]. dataset [NRC15]. day [DFG+17].

decidability [Kūs05]. defending [SK06].

defense [MYLZ14, VSR15, WR08, ZRJ14]. defenses [LLWY09]. Definition [TMP13].

decision-making [LWYY09]. Delay [ZO13].

Delay-sensitive [ZO13]. delegatability [HYW11]. Delegation [CK08, BGTCU010, CON09, GOBdlC11, WZ07].

delegations [RV03]. Denial [LLWY09, WR08, TGS17].

denial-of-service [WR08]. dependence [HS09]. dependencies [ACF17].


design [BSCZ11, CMR06, CFBv009, LMM104]. designated [HSMW08, HYW11]. designed [KCM+15]. Designing [AV17].

detect [CACB16]. Detecting [DFG+17, AGIK07, BMP+14, PPL15, vORM06].

Detection [ABR16, CPP15, sLC05, SAL17, ASAAS15, ASN+16, BEPL+17, BT07, CL08, DTK+18, DFG+17, GPS17, KKK17, KJG+11, KSM10, McH01, MLCS16, REH15, RHGTSC17, Sen14, SF17, TLX09, VL13, WAB+09, ZXR+11, ZGK07].

detectors [AvO13]. deterministic [GS15]. developing [SK16]. Development [KK17].

Device [ACMV15]. Devices [LMMS17, GCSĀbSS12, IDHRP15, LKH09, LCPD14, MR03]. differential [MT+14]. Diffie [CC12, DS07].

Digital [JMV01, ASF04, JG15]. direct [BCL09, KME+16]. disclosure [KPM12, RAC16]. discovery [DMP13, JM17]. discrete [HMCD04].

Discretionary [F08]. distinguish [HT07]. distributed [ASF04, Das12, DHS04, HN14, KKK17, Pen12, TLX09, WZ07].

Distributing [VSM06]. distribution [ASF04, BFPP07, CRM06, GP17]. DNA [HT02]. DNS [SPDR17]. Do [BM11].

document [CF03]. documents [BFP03, BFPP07]. does [GSM+11]. Dolev [BPW05b, BP08]. domain [CON09, PGMLK+13]. domains [GMH14].

Double [ACHO13].

Double-authentication-preventing [PS17]. Double-trapdoor [ACHO13].

download [NRC15]. DPA [Bae10]. drift [Sen14]. drive [NRC15]. drive-by [NRC15].

DRM [LKH09]. DSA [MR04]. DTE [LH15]. DTLS [TGS17]. during [CBC08].

Dynamic [Roe11a, ZM07, CON09, CMS10, CZ06, KKK17, SSE+15, Roe11b].

dynamics [AICC18].

dynamicity [MRW02].
Flow [HS09, SdHZ16, BMP †14, BNN04, ZM07].
form [DdP13]. Formal
[ACMV15, GKB12, Yon18, dAKdG10, KAC17, NSN06, PDB11, RV03, VdWZ14].
formalism [GBDJ14]. formalization [MS14]. forward [CDF †13, KME †16].
forward-secure [KME †16]. four [Dan07]. Fractional [BCA †10]. framework
[Abb13, ABFL12, BFT08, KNL16, MB16, MLO †04, RV03, Vaj16, VdWZ14, WR08,
XSA13, ZRJ14]. free
[ARML06, BGKZ12, CLPP11, YRW14]. freeness [HIST09]. friendly [CLPP11].
Fujisaki [GMMV05]. full [Bra06]. Fully [CDF †13]. function [BGKZ12, SB14].
functionality [SP13]. functionality-based [SP13]. functions
[AMP12, GKK10, MS09, SM10]. future [LMMP06]. fuzzy [HCN15].

Gait [HCN15]. Game [wLW05, WYL †12].
genereal [BCD †13, Pen11]. generalised [BKMR08]. generalization [DJN10].
Generalized [BR18, KMR09].
Generalizing [KG11, AMP12]. generated [HINT02]. Generating [LC04]. generation
[KIJ †11, KZS07, MR04]. Generic
[Ala17, ZHV15, EWR †09, KME †16]. geographic [ABN14]. GeoProof [ABN14].
gesture [GCSDbSS12]. Global [Pri04].
goals [RL16]. gossip [ML14].
government [GObdlC11]. GPU [VP15].
GPU-assisted [VP15]. GQ [HRL09].
grained [KLMM09]. graph
[BCEM04, RV03]. graph-theoretical
[BCEM04]. graphical
[CG14, CFBvO09, GGM11, WLL14].
graphs [HS09, HLK15, KB13]. grid
[CLPP11, KLM09, LP11]. ground
[AvO13]. Group [EHSS14, BVST07, GNS14, IDHRPCMP15, RBD02, ZWQ †17]. groups
[PJ10]. guarantee [ABC08, Bel10].
guarantees [LSW14]. guest [AN †12, CM16, DMRS07, JZ11, YSM16, ZLL12].

Haar [KCM †15]. hand [GCSABdSS12].
Handling [WZ07]. handshake [TGS17].
hard [EAH †07]. hard-to-reverse
[EAH †07]. hardening
[DMDD16, DRR12, MRW02]. hardware
[BSCZ11, DLYW10]. hardware-assisted
[DLYW10]. harvesting [BR18]. hash
[AMP12, BGKZ12, GKK10, MS09,
MFES04, SB14]. hashing
[BDPV14, CHKO12, MP16]. health
[BDHZ15, QLZH15]. healthcare [QDW †15].
Hellman [CC12, DS07]. heterogeneous
[SAT09]. hidden [ABB17, GSS10, SSVC16].
Hierarchical [NAM06, LLY †16]. High
[BNTW12, BB04b, Pen13]. high-end
[BB04b]. High-performance [BNTW12].
higher [PDB11]. HiveSec [SS17]. hoc
[Gal12, MS11, SF17]. homomorphic
[EMRN17, MMS16]. hop [BT07]. host
[CL †11]. hotels [ZD †18]. hull
[ALPW13]. human [ALPW13, MBHT17].
Hybrid [KML03, CC10, GMMV05, MMS16].

ID [FGS12]. ID-based [FGS12].
identification
[ALPW13, CL08, MGV17, NRC15].
identifiers [HINT02]. identifying
[KGG09, SPD †17]. Identity
[CCS07, LP11, LL †16, CHZ16, GOBdlC11,
HRL09, LMG17, LBZ †0, MPS14, NA14,
TMP13, Ust11, VdWZ14, YSM10, ZWQ †17].
Identity-Based [LL †16, CCS07, LP11,
CHZ16, HRL09, LMG17, LBZ †0, MPS14,
Ust11, YSM10, ZWQ †17]. IDSEC [CL08]. If
[AN †16, MBHT17]. IHE [ACBC †15]. II
[BB04b]. III [SKK †17]. image [HC10].
images [HLK15, MBHT17]. immune
[Hub12]. impact [SSD14]. implement
[ABFL12]. implementation
[BSCZ11, IDHRPCMP15, MFES04].
KPM12. **looks** [ASN+16]. **lottery** [GSS10].
Low [BGP07b, GS15, SSVC16].
**low-deterministic** [GS15].
**low-randomness** [BGP07]. LPN [RG13].

MAC [EMRN17]. **MAC-based** [EMRN17].
**machine** [MS14, SSE+15].
**machine-learning** [SSE+15]. **machines** [MLCS16, vOLW05].
Making [BR17].
MALICIA [NRC15]. **malicious** [ABB17, BRS06, CMS10, GPS17, RHGTSC17, WGMB13].
**Malware** [HLKI15, MLCS16, BEPL+17, SKK+17, VPI15, VRJ14].
**manageability** [TG05].
Management [CF03, ASF04, BF13, CH16, GMMZ06, GH05, LLWY09, NA14, RHL7, RBD02, SSN15, TMP13, VdWZ14, WW07, dAKdG10, vOLW05].
**mandatory** [DLR15].
Markov [ABB17, RHL7]. masquerade [Sen14]. MaX [BFP03]. maximum [AD08].
McEliece [NMBB12]. **McEliece-based** [NMBB12]. **mean** [BM11].
**measure** [BF13]. measurement [RMPADF13]. Measuring [RGL16].
**mechanism** [ACF17, LI07].
mechanisms [LBW05]. media [RAC16].
**mediated** [VSM06]. memory [SV11, vOLW05].
**memory-based** [SV11]. merging [CMR06]. Merkule [MFES04].
**mesh** [EHM15, SSN15]. Message [ANS+12, CM16, JZ11, YSM16, ZLL12, CL13, GP17, MS09].
**metering** [MSP+13, RDK18]. Method [SAL17, CYK09, IT05, KGG09, MP15, PJ10, SPDR17]. methodology [AvO13, Des09, GMMZ06].
microaggregation [SMMN12].
**microblogging** [ASN+16]. Microsoft [You06]. minimisation [VdWZ14].
Minimizing [KPM12, ZBD06]. mining [BNTW12, HBH12]. misbehavior [SF17].
MITF [SKK+17]. mitigation [YP12]. mix [Dan07, MS11, Pen11]. mix-based [MS11, Pen11]. mix-related [Dan07].
Mobile [EWR+09, LMMS17, ACB14, AGK16, AMRR17, CF07, GSM+11, GCSÁbdSS12, HCN15, HZL+17, IDHRPCMP15, LCPD14, LH15, LL14, LV10, WGMB13, BT07, SSE+15], mobile-phone [WGMB13]. Mobile-Sandbox [SSE+15].
MobileTrust [LV10]. model [ASF04, A17, ABB17, AC08, BM05, BGTCCBB10, ECEM04, EEB+15, GMMZ06, Gol12, GYJ+07, GKBS12, HL04, JGK+14, Kud02, LH15, MdSC+15, NSNK06, QLOW09, SK16, SPM13, SSP14, TND+15, ZGC07, ZZW+10]. model-checking [AC08].
**model-oriented** [SK16]. Modeling [CCB08, DLR15, ACMV15, KAC17, Yon18]. models [ABB17, Den08, DRPW12, FGS12, KAC16].
**modes** [BDPV14]. **Modification** [PDB11].
modified [KJS17]. modular [MSKD16, YOV09].
monitoring [HHB12, vORM06]. Multi [BT07, EHM15, OSSK16, ZZW+10, BNTW12, BFT08, CON09, Das12, GMH14, KM03, PGMLK+13, QLZH15, QLOW09, WR08].
**multi-authority** [QLZH15]. multi-domain [CON09, PGMLK+13]. multi-domains [GMH14].
**multi-faceted** [BFT08, QLOW09]. Multi-hop [BT07].
Multi-keyword [OSK16]. multi-layer [WR08]. Multi-Net [ZZW+10].
Multi-operator [EHM15]. multi-party [BNTW12, KM03]. multi-phase [Das12].
**multiagent** [ZGC07]. multicast [MP15, PJ10, TWF08]. multicast-based [MP15].
multifactor [IT05]. multiple [CC12, HMCDO4]. multiple-key [CC12].
multiplication [YOV09]. multiplications [HTM11].
multipliers [YOV09]. multiresolution [VSR15]. multiset [BA16].
multisignatures [HRL09]. must [ASN+16]. Mutual [HZL+17].
naive [Sen14]. Negative [EFH09, EAH+07]. negotiation [KLMM09].
**negotiation-based** [KLMM09]. Net
Nets [SSFB15]. Network [GPS17, ABCC08, BMP+14, CL09, EMRN17, GH05, LBZ+10, wLW05, MYLZ14, PMPGMLLM12, SAT09, TLX09, WYL+12, dAKdG10]. Network-based [GPS17]. Networked [MR03]. networks [ACB14, CMR06, CPPK15, Das12, DRPW12, EHM15, EMRN17, Go12, RBEH15, SS17, SSN15, SF17, YRW14, ZXZ+11, BT07].

NICs [CBC08]. NIZK [WT16]. no [BB04b]. noisy [BDH+10, KML03]. non [CDF+13, CHZ16, CL09, EHSS14, GRV05, HYWS11, KM03, MP16]. non-compressing [MP16]. non-delegatability [HYWS11].

non-interactive [CDF+13, CHZ16, CL09, EHSS14]. non-repudiation [GRV05, KM03]. noninterference [CDF+13, CHZ16, CL09, EHSS14]. non-repudiation [GRV05, KM03].

noninteractive [ACB14, CMR06, CPPK15, Das12, DRPW12, EHM15, EMRN17, Go12, RBEH15, SS17, SSN15, SF17, YRW14, ZXZ+11, BT07].

non-interactive [CDF+13, CHZ16, CL09, EHSS14]. non-repudiation [GRV05, KM03]. noninterference [BP04]. note [ZZH08].


Outbound [Sm04]. outsourced [CTM+16, LD17]. outsourcing [AL05, GYL+07, HJDC15, KU16]. overview [BMP05]. Own [ACMV15].

packets [vORM06]. packing [BEPL+17]. Paillier [NSNK06, DJN10]. Paillier-based [NSNK06]. pairing [YRW14, ZZH08]. pairing-free [YRW14]. pairings [BCL09, CCS07]. papers [ACM05].


Password-authenticated [MPS10]. passwords [CFBvO09]. past [JG15, LMP06]. patching [JMJ17].

pattern [OSSK16]. patterns [CFBvO09]. pay [Roe11a, Roe11b, DZW+18]. pay-TV [Roe11b, Roe11a, DZW+18]. PBAC [Kud02].

DAMe [PMPGMLLM12]. IEC [CH16]. LTE [LSW14]. offline [LMG17, LBZ+10]. on-line [BCD+13].


phone [CF07, GSM+11, HCN15, WGMB13]. physical [SM10]. physically [BR17].

PIOA [Yon18]. PIR [DYDW10]. pirates [Nu12]. PISHI [MBHT17]. PKI [BB04b, Daw04, LC04, LMM06, LMM004, VSM06].

PLAID [DFF+16]. Plaintext [MPS10].
platform [IDHRPCMP15], platforms [KPM12, RHGTSC17], point [ABB17, KW15], policies [ABCC08, ACMV15, AICC18, BCL13, CF03, CCB08, KAC17, LBW05, LRB+10, SB09].
Policy [SAL17, BZV05, GMH14, KNL16, MS15, TG05, XSA13, dARdG10].
PolicyUpdater [CZ06], pollution [EMRN17], Polly [SGE02], polymorphic [KJG+11], polynomial [SGE02, TND+15], polynomial-based [SGE02], polynomials [GMS03].
Portfolio [LL14], posteriori [ACBC+15], potential [WGMB13].
practicability [IDHRPCMP15], Practical [LLW+16, ALOW15, KOSU16, LCL14, Pen12, VHT09, WR15], practices [LD07].
pre [CMR06, Pen13], pre-computation [Pen13], pre-distribution [CMR06].
Preface [Ano11a, ACM05, BGP07a, BM05, Daw04, DV08, DMR07, Pri04, Sce05, Wai04, ZL06], prefix [BGKZ12], present [LMMP06], preservation [RAC16], preserve [EEB+15], preserved [LD17], preserving [ABF008, BGK08, CTA+16, KOSU16, KB13, KNL16, MB16, MCD11, NSTD09, NA14, QLZH15, RDK18].
Preventing [RAC16, PS17, YP12], prevention [VL13], primitives [MP16, SM10], principle [Bel10], Principles [CGL+11], Privacy [KB13, MB16, MSP+13, NSTD09, QLZH15, RDK18, ABFO08, AIC+09, AMRR17, BG08, BCA+10, BDHZ15, Bra06, CTA+16, EAH+07, GLMS+04, GYL+07, KOSU16, KBH07, KNL16, LD07, LD17, MCD11, NA14, PGMLK+13, RSPMB16, RMPAD13, YAM+15], privacy-aware [RSPMB16], Privacy-enhanced [MP+13], privacy-preserved [LD17], Privacy-preserving [KB13, MB16, NSTD09, QLZH15, RDK18, ABFO08, BGK08, CTA+16, KOSU16, MCD11, NA14], Private [BA16, DMP13, BDD01, BGP07b, KW15, LMD17, WR15].
Probabilistic [DHW11, BP04, GYL+07, MCD11, PJ10], problem [CC12, GBdCI11, GMS03, GP17, KG11, RG13, TWP08, YSM10], problems [HMCD04], process [HHB12], processes [RHL17], profiling [LCPD14], program [BDF04, HS09], programmability [Yon18], programmable [Sm04], programming [WZ07], programs [KM07, WGMB13], project [BF03], proof [WLLW14], proofs [BCJ+11], Proposal [IHNT02, IT05], proposals [BJ16], protected [BJ16].
Protecting [EAH+07], protection [AIC+09, GKB12, KK17], protocol [Ala17, ALPW13, Bel10, BFT08, CL09, DFF+16, DGZFGH13, HL04, HYWS12, LSWW14, ML17, RG13, RGL16, YR14, YAM+15], Protocols [DHS04, AC08, ABFL12, BGK08, BMV05, BNN04, CCS07, DVB02, DS07, GLP03, GRV05, KM03, Ki05, LCL16, MP15, MSN02, MS14, SFB15, Ust11, Vaj16, VdW14], Provably [YRW14, NSNK06], Provably [LCL14, RG13, VHT09], provenance [Abb13], providing [PGMLK+13], Provision [Kud02], Provision-based [Kud02], provisioning [TGS17], proxy [Lin15], pseudo [HIST09], pseudo-freeness [HIST09], public [ALOWL15, BJC+11, BZ03, DJN10, EHS14, GW09, LC04, Pen12, SSP14, Grit06], public-key [ALOWL15, BJC+11, DJN10, EHS14, SSP14], push [BFPP07], push-based [BFPP07], pushdown [BCL13], puzzle [WR08], puzzle-based [WR08], PVSS [Pen12].
QR [HZL+17], QR-code [HZL+17], query [BB04a, KCM+15], queue [BF13].
race [sLC05], RAM [LD17], RAM-based [LD17], ramp [LMD17], random [BR17, BR18, Das12, HSMW08, HYWS11, HYWS12, VSR15, Yon18], Randomized [ML14], randomness [BGP07b], rational [ETAHCR08], RBAC [BGTCBB10], Re


**scoring** [OSSK16]. search [HH16, KJS17, OSSK16]. searchability [HJDC15]. searches [WR15]. Seberry [BH03]. second [ABM+12]. secrecy [CDF+13, Hub12]. secret [DdP13, GMS03, HJDC15, LMD17, PPSS13, QDW09]. secrets [BW08]. Secure [ABB17, AL05, BVS07, DZW+18, HN14, HSMW08, KW15, LCL16, MSKD16, SJ09, ZZX+11, ASF04, Ala17, BPW05a, BDF04, BNTW12, BT07, DdP13, KME+16, KU16, KZS07, LCL14, LLW+16, MB16, MLO+04, MMP14, NMBB12, Nu12, PJ10, QDW+15, RG13, SJ10, SK16, Smi04, TND+15, YAM+15]. secured [EHH15]. Securing
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